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COIlPoUND ENGINE FOR A SUBSONIC TRANSPORT 
by Kestutis C. Civinskas and Gerald A. Kraft 
Lewis Research Center and 
U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory 
SUItIlARY 
A study lias made of a compound engine for possible use 
in subsonic commercial tr,lnsports. The engine was derived 
from a conventicnal tu.rb oia n by replacing the co.bustor wi t.h 
Ii rotary combustion (RC) engine. The RC engine provided 
shaft paller dS well as exha ust gases that could be further 
expanded th~ough a power turbine. The co. pression ratio and 
boost pressure wprp varied patalletrically in an attempt. t.O 
maximize the overall cycl~'s performance. Pour boost 
pressure ratios (1.75, ~, 10 and 20) and three co.pression 
ra tios (5, 7, and 10) were examined. T he highest avera 11 
cy cl e pressure ra tic con side red (bef are combust ion) was 240. 
The RC engine's performance was estimated using a throttled 
Otto-cycle with all equivalence ratio of 1.0. The Otto-cycle 
assumed octane fuel which has about a ~I higher hpating 
value than the JP used ill the reference turbofan. Cooling of 
the RC engine was achie ved by heat exchanging to thp. fan 
duct flow. Two levels of Otto-cycle input energy lost to 
cooling were considered. A 25 ~ loss case was run as bein 9 
indicative of otto-cycle experience to date. A 10$ loss 
case was run as hein'1 representative of advanced 
in~ulation/hiqh-temperat.ure materials technology that would 
reduce the heat loss tram tIl" Otto-cycle. The salle level of 
turbine cooling technology was assulled for the compound 
engine as for the reference turbofan. The effects of 
manifold ducting losses and a f unsteady flow on turb ine 
ei::ficiency were initially not included, but the. sensit.ivity 
of the resul tki t.o theSe effects was examined in la ter 
perturbations. The effective backpressure on the Ott.o-cycle 
being unknown, the simple ,lpproach was taken of varying'it 
parametrically. This had t.he effpct of varying work split 
between the rotary and turbine parts of the engine. In 
short., a simplE, so~ewbat optimistic approacb was taken in 
c:alculatingcollpound engine performance on the assumption 
that it should show improvpment under these conditions 
before any lIore detailed evaluation is attempted. 
Tbe compound engines were COli pared to an advanced high 
pressure ratio turbofan in terms of fllel plus f!ngine weight. 
For the comparison, cruise conditions of 10668 II (350ro ft) 
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and Ilach 0.80 vere chosen. The advancp.d turbof;>." weight was 
estialated component by component and suit.able ailjustments 
vere then made to account for the substitution of an RC 
engine in place of a combustor. The engines were sized and 
compared at the cruise condition only, and no attempt was 
.ade to estimate off-design or takeoff performance. The 
effects of added compleKity on cost and maintainability warp. 
not. examined and the comt>arison was solely in t.erms of 
cruise performance and uninstalled engine weight • 
The cycles with lower fuel consumption generally turned 
out to be heavier than the reference turbofan. The weight 
of the rotary engine and manifolding was not entirely offset 
by the elimination of booster stages, combustor, and, in 
some cases, t.urbine stages. There was some SFC improvement 
in going to the higher pressure rat.ios by compounding, bllt 
the size of the gain was also highly dependent upon the 
amount. of input energy a ssumed lost by the ot to-cycl e {ltJe to 
cooling. Assuming a 25~ otto-cycle cooling loss 
(representative of current otto-cycle engines), a compound l 
engine with a boost PR of 10 and a compr~ssion ratio of 10 
gave a 5.1% improvement in cruise TSFC over the reference 
turbofan. AS the fuel used in the compound engine had a U% 
higher heating value, however, only a 1.2~ improvement. can 
be at tribu ted to compounding. As far as weight is 
concerned, the compound engine was 23~ heavier than the 
reference turbofan. For a 10~ Otto-cycle cooling loss 
(representing advallced insulation/high-temperature materials 
technology), the same compound cycle as before r.howed an 
11.A% improvp.ment in cruise TSFC over the reference 
turbofan. Again adjusting for the different fuel heat.inq 
value, however, reduces this to an 8.1% improvement. 
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performance improvements in this engine are due mainly to 
higher cycle pressures and temperatures which would pose 
some tough component development problems e.en for this 
otherwise rather conventional concept. Alternative, 
less-conventional approaches have also been eltamined. These 
include the turboprop described in reference 2 and the 
regenerative turbofan of reference 3. 
Another unconventional approach eltamined in this report 
is one that combines the high compressi?n ratio of a 
displacellent machine wi th the high eltpanSl0n ratio of a 
turbine. This is the compound cycle - or a gas turbine plus 
a positive displacellent engine combin:ltion where both 
engines produce useable shaft power. The best exallple of 
this type of engine is the Napier Nomad described in 
reference 4. The NOllad's brake SPC was excellent coapared to 
the relatively low pressure ratio turbomachines of its day. 
It flew over 20 years ago, but apparently was overtaken by 
the higher speed that jets offered plus the availability of 
cheap fuel at the time. The Nomad consisted of a 
12-cylinder, 2-stroke Diesel plus a turbine/compressor set 
driven off the Diesel's elthaust. This engine achieved an 
overall COli pression ra tio" ot 36. The two parts of this 
engine were interconnected through a variable gear that 
allowed the two shaft speeds to be optillally matched over 
the flight regime. The Nomad engine's volume was about 2/3 
reciprocating Diesel and 1/3 turbomachine, which gave it a 
specific weight of about 0.6 kg/kW (1 Ib/HP). 
The objective of this study was to reevaluate the 
concept of compounding in light of lIore improved technology. 
Where uncertainty arose in assuming losses, efficiencies, 
and the like, oFtillistic assullPtions were made. 
Numerous technology advances could be applied if the 
compound engine concept were executed today, so the 
configuration examined bere is obviously qulte different 
from that of ~he Nomad. Inste~d of a reciprocating engine, a 
rotary cOllbustion engine lias chosen for its lower lIeight alld 
volulle. The RC engine would essentially replace the 
conventional cOllbustor in a turbofan or turboshaft engine. 
The positive displacement machine 1I0uid now be the sllaller 
part of the entire engine in con t.rast to the NOllad 
situation. Also, the NOllad's turbine was restricted to 
fairly low inlet teapentures and, as a result, the exhaust 
.lIote: The terms Fressure ratio and coapression ratio can be 
easily aisinterpreted. COllpression ratio, which is the 
ra tio of. volulles, is t related to pressure ratio by the 
expression P, /P2,= ("fz/v,) • 
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gases bad to be diluted with large quantities of scavenge 
air to bring turbine inlet teaperature down. Present-day 
turbines could reduce or dliainate entirely the need for 
this and allow for aore work extraction froa the turbine. 
Other anticipated iaproveaents would be in the axial-flow 
coaponents where efficiencies have increased and wbere 
higher stage pressure ratios could reduce the tot.al nuaber 
of stages. 
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AIIALYSIS 
!lission 
The figure of merit was 
cruise fuel weight. cruise 
sillply from 
uninstalled engine weight plus 
fuel weight was calculated 
WTcrV9.807(TSFC) FnS/v. 
Flight conditions were selected as lIach 0.80 at 10661l m 
(35000 ft). The range was varied to observe t.he brealt-even 
point for those cases where increased engine weight would be 
offset by i.proving TSl"C. 
Reference Turbofan 
£2!!.fi9uratism.- Th ~ engine used for reference in 
comparing co. pound cycle performance is the a~vanced, 
high-pressure ratio turbofan study engine of ref~~~nce' ~. 
This is a two-spool engine with a Single-stage fan, 3 
booster stages, and a 10-stage compressor. The coolPQ high 
and low pressure turbines have two and five stages, 
re specti yely. 
Cyqle.- At the cruise conditions of this study, the 
reference turbofan engine had a fan pressure ratio of 1.75, 
oyerall pressure ratio of 45, and a bypass ratio of 7.78. 
~ ~ eerforman£~.- The sea leyel static thrust of 
this engine vas 11'000 11 (25000 lb,. The installed thrust at 
the selected cruise conditions was 29000 11 (6530 lb). For 
convenience, this is the thrust that all of the study 
engines vere then sized for. Thrust specific fuel 
consuaption of the reference engine vas 0.029 Itg/N-hr 
(0.284 hr- I , at sea leyel and 0.0553 Itg/lf-hr (0.542 hr-/ ) at 
cruise. . 
coapound Bngine 
Confi9urttigs.- The sltetch in figure 1 shows 
conceptually the compound engine configuration being 
considered. Essentially, it is the reference turbofan with 
the conentional comb ustor replaced by an ac eng.ine. 
Instead of tvo spools with indiYiaual shafts, the 
compressor,' ac engine, ilnd turbine are all on. a single 
shaft. The Be rotors orbit directly about the aain engine 
shaft. The fan would be geared down. A typical high-spool 
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rot.ational spep.d of 1260 rad/sec (12000 rpm' vas ::;elected 
for the main shaft speed. Since part CJf the cOllpression vork 
is done in the RC engine, the boost PR into that engine need 
not be as great and this will allow the booster stages and 
several co.pressor stages to be eliminated, as viII be seen 
later. Also, there being only one high-speed shaft allows 
the turbine to be combined into one unit., often of fever 
stages, depending upon the cycle. The turbine vas assumed 
cooled by a convection~filll cooling schelle lIith bleed air 
frail the compressor discharge. Blade metal tellperatures for 
1990 technology lIere assumed. This level of turbine cooling 
technology is ccmpa Able IIi th tha t. ot the reference 
turbofan. The only elception is that the compound ~ngine 
lIould require the addition of an auxiliary bleed air 
compressor to boost the cooling air up to the RC engine 
discharge pressure. The compound engine also requires the 
addition of intake and exhaust manifolds. These would be 
scroll~type devices to take annular, axial flow and 
gradually feed it to inlet and outlet side por~s on the RC 
engine. since the RC eng~ne is a cyclic output deVice, the 
intake and exhaust manifolds lIould also have to be deSigned 
to act as settling cha mbers to dallp out tlov fluctuations 
into the turbine and compressor. The fan and duct on the 
cOllpound engine were assumed to be the sall~ as on ~he 
reference turbofan as far as pressure ratio and duct losses 
were concerned. The bypass ratio, however, lias varied to 
lIa tch the available work per unit Lass of core flow. 
Cycle.- The compound cycles chosen to be exaMined had 
boost pressure ratios of 1.75, 4, and 10. The 1.7'i boost 
represents the case for which therp. is no compressor but 
only a fan. For each of the above boost PBs, HC rngine 
COli pression r~tios of 5, 7, and 10 were considered. The 
highest value of compression ratio here is about the present 
limit for apex seal technology. One higher boost pressure 
ra tio of 20 was exaPlined toget her with a compression ra tio 
of 7. The overall range of boost and COli pression ratios 
resulted in peak cycle pressure ratios of froll 15 to 240, 
before cOllbustion. Some adiabatic component efficiencies and 
loss coefficients~ere as follows: 
Inlet recovery 
Fan e ffi ciency 
C c.pressor efticienc y 
Core nozzle C ... 
Duct nozzle C..,. 
1.00 
0.87 
0.87 
, • 00 
0.991 
The fan and duct paralleters on. the compound .engine were 
taken to be the salll'! as on .thc reference turbofan. Pressure 
losses in the intake a.ndexhaustllanifolds were initially 
assumed zero. The sensi tivi ty ot t he results for one cycle 
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vas deterained for the tvo cases vhen the intake 
aanlfold pressure drops vere each 51. The 
effieiency of the coapound engine gearbox was 
1.0. 
and exhaust 
aechanical 
taken to be 
Jils ~ R!rfor!!9£~.- Sinee the study vas to coapare 
engines for fuel + engine veight at the one cruise 
condition, all the enqines were sized to the cruise data 
ayailable on the reference turbofan 29000 II (6530 Ib) 
thrust at lIIleh 0.8 and 10668 a (35000 ft). Off-design or 
sea-leYel perforaance va s not a tteapted in this preliminary 
analysis IIhere the goal vas aerely to see if the concept 
justified further consideration. It is knolln froa 
eaperience though that a turboaaehine has a greater lapse 
rate as far as shaft paver vith altitude is concerned than a 
turbocharged reciprocating engine. Por the coapound engine, 
this aight iaply a sizing condition other than cruise. The 
coaparisons betveen coapound and turbofan engines lIere 
generally done in teras of thrust paraaeters, but IIhere it 
lias equivalent or 1I0re convenient. it vas done in teras of 
shaft pover. 
!£ Engine.- Even a cursory look at the field of rotary 
engines vill reveal that there are a great nuaber of 
possible configurations for these aachines. The RC engine 
chosen for this study is a 2: 3 epi trochoidal configura tion. 
That is, the bore is an epitrochoid vith tva lobes and the 
rotor bas three flanks. This is the faailiar configuration 
used i. soae production auto.otiYe enqines. In order to 
discus. veight and size calculations later, it is necessary 
to briefly present so.e funda.entals of rotary engine 
geoaetry froa reference 6. 
The outer case is an epitrochoid vhich 1s generated by 
rol~ing one circle around a base circle of tvice the radius 
as shown in figure 2. The epitrochoid is the locus of paint 
p on the radius of the rolling circle. The actual bore is 
often aoyed out an equidistant a.ount to generate a trochoid 
that is parallel to the true epit.rochoidal shape. This is 
done to lessen the radial aotion of the apex seals as they 
aoye oyer tbe lobes of the bore. In practice, the 
. displaceaent is .nch &aal1er than R, and for the purposes of 
estiaating coapression ratio and size, it vi11 be assused 
negligible. Looking at the epitrochoida1 bore vith rotor in 
figure 3, Rand e are noted. The generating radius R beeo.es 
the diaension of the rotor froa its center to the apex and 
the eccentricity e defines the orbitinq path of the rotor 
center. with this configuration, the output shaft rota tes 
at three tiaes the rate of the rotor. The leaning angle 
defines the aaxi.ua angle contained vithin the radial lines 
froa the center of the rotor through each apex and the 
10 
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nor.al to the epitrochoidal bore at the point of contc.ct. A 
siaple relationship exists betlleen the radius 11, the 
eccentricity, and the leaning angle, na.ely, 
sin 4> :3eIR. 
The relationship is plotted in figure ~ and it lIill be noted 
that ~ cannot exceed 11'/2 rad (90·) and Rle .ay not be less 
than 3. 
Por the ideal case IIhere 
the rotor flank or in the 
co. pression ratio is given by 
or, 
there are no depressions in 
bore, the .axi.u. theoretical 
( 1) 
Pro. figure 5, though, it ca n be seen tha t 
and 
1t.1c. =1 r ...... - 1 r • 
Purther.ore, for this pa rtic ula r config ura tion, 
1".;.... '" (at. +3e l ) ""/3- {3'aZ I~ -3,[3e R/l 
1_ '" (a'l.+3 e Z ) 1I'/3-..}3a7. /IU3J3eR/2 
and 
IIhere 1R is given by 
AR'" (1I'(R'I. +2e&) -6eRcos 4> - (2R '1./3+ 12e 'l. ) 4» 13 • 
Substituting these 
ideal co.pression 
ter.s of Rle as: 
relations into equati~n (1) enables the 
ratio to be finally IIritten solely in 
1r /3+3 Ji' (R/e) 12+2 J(B/e)t. -9~ (2 (R/e) 1. /9+4) sin -I (3/ (R/e) ) 
rid '" (2) 
1f/3-3 .[3'(a/e) /2+2{(R/e)'L -9~ (2 (R/e)'I. 19 +~) sino, (31 (R/e) ) 
In a real engine though, to alloll for a better co.~ustion 
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cbaaber, for scavenging, and to allov for ignition devices, 
tbere are depressions in tbe rotor flanks and bore. It is 
fossible for tbe voluae of the depressions alone to be egual 
to tbe entire ideal volume at top dead center. Obviously, 
the depressions lover the compression rat.io. following the 
suggestion in reference 6 regarding the approxiaate volume 
of depressions for typical Otto and Diesel RC engine 
applications·, the actual co.presslon ratios were assuaed to 
bE: 
rOHo =UIoclc. +A t .. ,,)/(A;-oI .. +At4,,) 
rt>it~d= (A ...... +A t .l .. /2)/ (At'4 .. +At'Jc..l2) • 
That is, for the typical Otto-cycle, the depression volume 
is just equal to the top dead center chamber volume vhen 
there are no depressions. For the Diesel, the dl!pression 
voluae is one-balf tbe ideal top dead center voluae. "aking 
tbe saae substitutions as before, it is possible to reduce 
these equations .. lown to functions only of R/e: 
rOl-to =f, (R/e) 
r1)',,:~ .. 1 = f1. (R/e) • (4 ) 
Tbe paraaeter R/e, then, is an important geometry parameter 
for the RC engine and iE' needed for estimat.ing displacement 
volume and Weight. Equations (2), (3), and (4) are plotted 
in figure 6 and they enable the Rle parameter for a typical 
Otto or Diesel RC engine to be approxiaated for any desired 
coapression ratio. 
Cycle Calculations 
Reference turbofan.- Estillates of the reference 
turbotan·s performance vere obtained froll reference 5 and no 
additional calculations were required. 
cOllpound ~n9ine.- Given an ideal inlet with total 
pressure recovery of 1.0, the conditions T j , P, at th<J fan 
face (fig.1) are deterained sillply by the crui~~ condition • 
Tbe conditions at the coapressor exit are given by: 
iiote: To avoid confusion, it will be noted here that otto 
and Diesel refer to theraodynaaic cycles, whereas the terms 
reciprocating and rota ry only describe the motion of 
mechanical parts. It is entirely possible, therefore, to 
speak of both Diesel and Otto RC engin's. 
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At the coapressor discharge, the core flow would be 
split to provide sOlie cooling bleed for the turbine. The 
coolant flows were assigned as indicated in figure 1. the 
ratio of first vane coolant flow to the flow leaving the He 
engine is ~. The ratio of total coolant flow to Be engine 
exit flow is e>. Because the tur bine inlet pressure is 
greater than the coapressor discharge pressure for this 
engine, a saall auxiliary coapressor is needed to boost the 
cooling bleed air. The required PB for this auxiliary 
coapressor is deterained by the boost PR and the Otto-cycle 
backpressure. Efficiency was taken to be the saae as that of 
the aain cOllpressor. Assuaing convection+fila cooling and 
using 1990 blade aetal temperatures, the coolant flow for 
each vane and rotor was estiaated using the aethod outlined 
in reftlrence 7. The first vane's coolant was added int.o the 
flow before the first rotor, and the turbine rotor inlet 
teaperature was adjusted to take this into account. For 
purposes of calculating performance, all the rema1n1ng 
bleeds were added back to the aain flow downstreaa of the 
turbine. 
Alt hough the 
to the He engine 
run where 
and 
total pressure loss in the intake aanifold 
.. as initially assuaed zero, one case was 
The above are, then, the flow conditions entering the 
HC engine. In a posi ti ve displaceaent aachine, however, a 
part of the exhaust gases, the clearance fraction, f, 
reaains in the chaaber and mixes with the fresh charge of 
each succeeding cycle. As a result, the illitial condi.tion of 
the aixture before coapression is not known, and it lIust be 
solved for iteratively. Initial values for tellperature and 
clearance fraction are chosen and the procedure followed as 
outlined in reference 8. The actual solution was done using 
an Otto-crele coaputer code that calculated the 
theraodynaaic properties of the working fluid by the 
cheaical kinetics prograa described in reference 9 which 
includes dissociation. The fuel was taken to be octane 
(CaH,&' with a heating value of 44.711J/kq (19260 Btu/lb). 
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It should be noted that this is 4,. higher than the heating 
value of the JP fuel used in the reference turbofan. After 
running a few cases, it becaae apparent that for the 
pressure ratios of interest, auto-ignition would aost likely 
occur long before top dead center even for fuel such as 
octane which has a relatively high ignition teaperature. 
rhe actual co.pound engine ... ould therefore aost liltely be a 
coapression-ignition device with only air undergoing 
coapression and fuel being injected directly. llthough 
Diesels have coae to be regarded as aore efficient than otto 
engines, for the ~ coapression ratio and energy input. 
the otto-cycle is inherently aore efficient than the 
Diesel-cycle, the foraer siaply being restrict~~ fro. going 
to such high pressures as the latt~r because of 
auto-ignition. This is because the Otto-clcle's entire heat 
addition takes place at constant folulle coapared to. the 
Diesel's coabination of constant pressure/constant volu.e 
heat addition. As a result, the Otto-r:ycle achieves higher 
peak teaperatures and pressures. Using an Otto-cycle, then, 
to estiaate perforaance of what aost likely would be a 
Diesel, gives so.e advantage to the .co.pound engine. An 
equivalence ratio of 1.0 vas used in the analysis, the 
greatest effect of this paraaeter being to vary the specific 
output (work/unit aass of air) and change the required 
displace.ent accordingly. One cycle was run with an 
equivalence ratio of 0.5, to check the sensitivity of the 
estiaated perforaance to this variable. Liaiting 
considerations for the actual valne used are the lilli ts of 
flaaaability of the aixture and the onset of saoky exhaust. 
Referring to the P-y diagra. in figure 7(a) for a 
throttled otto-cycle, step a-b represents adiabatic 
coapression in the BC engine. Step b-c is constant volUMe 
coabustion that assuaes instantaneous burni.ng and does not 
account for heat transfer out of the chaaber. Step c-d is 
adiabatic expansion as the rotor aoves away froa top . dead 
center. Wh"!n the voluae has reached its .axiaua ('I ... =v ... .J no 
further expansion can take place in the chaaber and exhaust 
begins. AS. the exhaust ports open, pressure in the cbaaber 
vill drop to the exhaust backpressure (tbe level of line 
f-e-d·). Step d-e is irreversible, but if all the losseE are 
assuaed to occur at the exhaust port, then the gas re.aining 
in tbe chaaber can be assuaed to have undergone reversible 
adiabatic expansion, doing work on the gas expelled fro. the 
chaaber. Conditicns a tpoint e, then, are the saae as if 
the gas continued expanding adiabatically along the line 
d-d', down to the exha ust backpressure level bnt with a 
final voluae of onlyY~. Step e-f is tbat part of exhaust 
that occurs at constant pressure, by displaceaent of the 
rotor while exhaust ports are open. When alniauM voluae is 
reached at top dead center (point f), the exhaust ports are 
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closed, and since the pressure of the gas rellaining in the 
chaaber is greater than intake pressure, the intake ports 
are not opened until the chaaber volulle has. expanded 
adiabatically down to point f I. Step f '-a is t.hen just 
drawing in fresh charge at constant boost pressure. 
still referring to figure 7(al, 
net work done on' the rotor by the 
cycle, is given by 
the indicated, or ideal 
working fluid in one 
IIt..1.= (Ec:,-Bcll-(E,,-E,a.l-(Pe (lI ... -Vf,I-fIE,,'-E;"-P'" (V ... -fVp" . 
The last term in this equation is called t.he pumping work. 
In the throttled Otto-cycle, it is a net loss. 
To take into account the energy lost to cooling, 
friction. radiation, etc., all these losses vere lumped 
together as a perCeJltage of the total input energy into the 
Otto-cycle. A steady-state energy balance vas then done on a 
control volume containing just the Re engine and considering 
the energy in by bulk flail, the addition of the fuel, the 
heat loss out, the shaft power out, and the eaergy out by 
bulk flow. This calculation allowed the average total 
temperature leaving the Re engine to be estimated for the 
two levels of otto-cycle heat loss considered in this study-
25' and 10~. The former value represents experience to date 
with engines' of this sort, and the latter represents what 
might be expected if cooling losses could be significantly 
reduced for the Otto-cycle by advanced 
in sula tion/high-tellperat ure lIater ials technology. The hea t. 
lost froa the Otto-cycle due to cooling vas partially 
recovered in the overall cycle by heat exchanging with the 
duct air as indicated in figure 1. practically, the Re 
engine rotor would be oil-cooled and the case vould have 
cooling fins that protrude directly into the duct streall. 
The effective back pressure that the Re engine would 
exhaust to was not known. The backpressure that could 
actually be expected would depend upon the losses across the 
exhaust ports, the design of the exhaust lIanifold, how lIany 
chaabers were exhausting at any instant, etc. It was 
decided, therefore, to sillply allow the backpressure to vary 
as an independent parameter. Referring to figure 7 la), the 
back pressure could vary between the boost pressure and the 
ideal aaxiaull challber pressure after expansion and before 
valve opening. Pd. For each cycle, val~es of backpressure 
we~e ~un between the limits 
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As the ratio 1''',./1'.1. qoes to 1, the upper liait is approached 
for tllrt,ine inlet pressllre. 
dust as in the intake aanifold, the total pressure loss 
in the exhaust aanifold lias initially assuaed zero, so tha t 
Ps =1'4 =1"" • 
The sensitiYity of the results to an exhaust .anifold 
pressure loss lias exaained for one case IIhere 
Ps =1',,1' (1- (1.1'/1') e, .. ,", ) • 
lith total teaperature and pressure into the turbine 
knolln, the turbine perforaance lias calcUlated using the code 
described in reference 10. 111 the turbines lIere allowed to 
expand down to a static pressure of 3.1l5 N/cal. (5 psi). With 
an aabient pressure of 2.39 N/cal. (3.1l7 psi) at the cruise 
condition, enough energ} reaains in the core flow to 
generate soae core thrust. For each cycle, a sufficient 
nuaber of stages 1oI<o&;e selec ted to gi ve turbine efficiencies 
roughly between 0.88 and 0.89. The turbine specific work 
was finally calculated by the equation 
Wt=~tCrTs(1-(P,,1P5)~ ) (1+~.s)(1+f/a)/(1+ ~ (1+f/a)). 
Possible losses in turbine efficiency due to unsteady flow 
froa the BC engine were not initially considered. A 
perturbation on this was done, however, in one case where 
the turbine efficiency was degraded by 51. The size of the 
real penalty is Ilnknown, and the 5S only represents a guess. 
Por the duct, a value of thrust per unitaass of duct 
floll derivedfroa the reference turbofan data lias used fat' 
the coapound engine case. Fan pressure ratio, efficiency, 
and nozzle velocity coefficient are therefore the saae for 
both engines. An additional 21 duct pressure drop lias 
included in the coapound engine to account for the BC engine 
coolinq fins • 
This, of course, is a highly siaplified analysis of the 
actual cycle. A aore realistic p-v diagram lIould look like 
the one shown in figure 7(b). A finite rate of heat release 
during coabustion; heat conduction to and froa the lIorking 
fluid and the chaaber lIalls oyer the entire cycle; and 
aixinq, intake, and exha ust losses all coabine to aodify the 
real p-Y diagram considerably. Also, to si.ulate Diesels, a 
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pressure-liaited diagraa (figure 7 (c)) is often used. It 
serves to siaulate the longer duration, constant pressure 
coabustion caused by the need to liait peak cylinder 
stresses in high coapression ratio Diesels by delayed 
addition of fuel. Several cases vere calculated by hand 
using this type of diagram, but for the saae coapression, 
fuel/air ratio, and typical liiliting peak pressures, the 
results did not differ substantially froa those calculated 
with an Otto-cycle. 
Engine Weight 
aeferen~ 1urbofan.- The total weight of the reference 
turbofan was given in reference 5 as 1781 kg (3940 Ib). This 
does not include thrust reverser, tailpipe, or noise 
suppression. A comFonent by coaponent weight breakdown was 
generated for the reference turbofan using the equations of 
reference 11. This percentage breakdown was used to estiaate 
the coaponent weights for the reference engine. 
coapoyn!! l:!D9ine.- For the coapound engine weight, 
appropriate adjustments had to be aa.de to the· reference 
turbofan weights to reflect the aajor differences. 
Turboaachinery weights were recalculated using the 
reference 11 correlation s. The fan, for instance, could be 
scaled as 
(a' __ • ) •• 15 IITfo"O<'....... • 
The coapressor weight was scaled b¥ using 
liT 0< N ..... (i )"'. ~oo.p Ct .. , eorl" 
The intake and exhaust aanifolds were assuaed to consist of 
an annular scroll that eventually aust teed into intake and 
exhaust: tubes for the BC engine. 1:f they are treat.ed as 
cylindrical pressure vessels, and siaple hoop stress is 
. coabiDed with continuity, the result. for weight is: 
WT • ..t, •• -<' .. et -IT .:..i,6I&{ • 
For the constant rotatio.nal shaft speed assuaed here, t.he 
tnrbiDe weight correlation becoaes 
W ... 30/ TtOC ntDt • 
To be consistent vith the reference turhofan configuration, 
a short fan dUct, dovnstreaa froa the fan stator exit plane 
vas iDcluded. 1:t was scaled accordi ng to: 
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Accessol;ies IIeight vas a ssuaed to be depend an t priaarily on 
fuel floll according to reference 11, so that 
Wf ~ (1+K(TSFC». 
~ 
The proportionality constants used to actually evaluate the 
above quantities IIere the values of the corresponding 
quantities in the reference turbofan. One exception lias 
that for the intake and exhaust aanifolds, tllice the 
reference engine's coabustor veight lias used to account for 
the aore coaplicated floll path than in an ordinary 
coabustor. Added to this vas the weight of the auxiliary 
cooling bleed coapressor. Its IIeight vas taker. to be 
proportional to the pOller that it required and vas roughly 
based on available saall turboshaft data. 
The Re engine's IIeight lias estiaated froa the cycle 
calculation of specific work. Since the conditions into the 
Re engine are knovn, specific work can be converted into 
IIork per unit voluae of air. Given the 1260 rad/sec 
(12000 rpa) shaft speed and that the rotor, therefore, 
rotates at 420 rad/sec (4000 rt,a) allovs the sllept voluae 
per chaaber to be deterained. And since 
1~ =A--.. -1 ...... =3.(3'eR, 
swept voluae becoaes 
Using a typical value of 
solved for: 
v~ :3J3'eRB. 
2/3 for the ratio of B/R, R can be 
The log-log plet of this eqllltion is shovn in figure 8. 
Knowing the characteristic R/e for any co.pression ratio and 
the required sIIept yoluae per chaaber, allovs the generating 
radius R of theRe engine. to be deterained. Given the 
characteristic R .for the engine, the veight can be roughly 
estiallted in three parts -case, cooling finS, and rotors. 
The case vas aOd.aled as a cylinder vhose. vall thickness was 
deter.ined fro. the peak cylinder pr.essure hoop stress. The 
final equation for the case veight was 
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- Llrot (2B/3)+ (lI",t+1) B (1+ (e/B) ~ • 
(fT,! ) 
Values of 138 !N/ar. (20000 Ib/ina ) and 7830 kg/II" 
(0.286 lb/i"nr.) vere used for 0- and'p, J:espectively. Note 
t!o"t the value used for (J", the aaxiaua allowable stress, 
assu.es a large safety factor for cyclic stressing, 
concentrations, non-uniforaity, etc. The weight of cooling 
fins was taken as 1/2 of the case weight. Botol:' weight was 
deterained froa the rotor volume and material density, 
allowing SOloff for the center hole, cooling passages, and 
flank depressions. 
structures weight, which includes mounts, bearings, 
fraaes, shafting, and transition sections, was taken as 
1fT ~t .. =0.182: WTcD"'polkC"t$ 
where 2I1Te. ... 'o .. c..t, includes all but the fan duct and 
accessories weights. 
1 gearbox weight vas included using the equation found 
in reference 12. 
BESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Co.pound Engine Configuration 
B£ en9ine.- One of the first topics of discussion will 
be the iaplications that the chos~n co.pression ratios have 
on the Be engine geoaetry, particularly on the parameters 
R/e and leaning angle, Looking back to figure 6, it will be 
seen that with an ideal 2:3 epitrochoidal configuJ:ation 
(i. e. , no depressions in the rotoJ: flanks or bore), the 
lovest coapression ratio that can be had is about 7. This, 
however, is at the miniaua B/e of 3 and iaplies a leaning 
angle of 11"/2 rad (90·)" which is an impossibility. It a1ght 
appear at first, that there would be difficulty in getting 
the desired coapression ratios with the type of rotary 
configuration selected. However, J:eal engines do require 
rotor flank and other depressions, St' that in pract.ice, 
coapression ratio varies with B/e according to the lover 
curves of figure 6. Specifically, to get a coapression of 5 
requires a total depression voluae that lIould be at least 
1/2 the top dead center voluae (this is the curve labeled 
"Diesel application"). To also get a rea.sonable leaning 
dngle, it vOllld be necessary to increase the depression 
volua. further, to the "otto application" curve where it is 
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just equal to the tdc cha.ber voluae. por this condition, 
the leaning angle for a cOMpression of 5 beCOMes o. '16 rad 
(55°'. still high coapared to the design practice of keeping 
this nUMber below 0.524 rad (30·,. The cOMpression ratio 7 
and 10 cases result in leaning angles of 0.646 rad (37-, and 
0.419 rad (24°" respectively. These are the values used in 
the study, realizing that the cOMpression ratio 5 case Might 
require a lower leaning angle. 
Bypass ~Q ~ ~ore ~.- one result of the higher 
fuel/air ratio in a positive displaceMent engine cOMpared to 
a turboaachine is that the specific output is Much higher. 
So while turboMachines generate about 330 kH/kg of air/sec 
(200 RP/lb/sec" the core of the cOMpound engine yields 
about three tiMes tha t. If the extra output is to be 
absorbed by a fan of equal pressure r~tio, the bypass ratio 
Must increase. Figures 9 and 10 show what happens to bypass 
ratio over the range of variables exaMined. Bypass ratios of 
20 and 30 May not be entirely feasible, at least not in the 
exact configuration envisioned here. Core flows are such 
that centrifugal COMpressors aight replace axial ones. The 
fan May be replaced by a prop-fan or propeller. These 
considerations though should not greatly affect the results 
of the perforMance COMpa rison. 
Tgrbine £201in9.- To get good turbine efficiencies 
between 0.88 and 0.89, the nlaber of turbine stages shown in 
figure 11 were required for each cycle. The trends are 
straightforward. Increasing the ~tto-cycle backpressure 
increases the total conditions into the turbine and, 
therefore, its work potential, so the nuaber of stages 
increases. Increased boost also has the saMe effect as More 
work is required to drive the COMpressor. 
The estiMated turbine rotor inlet teMperatures are 
shown in figure 12 for the two levels of Otto-cycle cooling 
loss. The l~wer this cooling loss, the higher the 
teMperature into the turbine. The higher the boost Pil and 
backpressure, the higher the teMperature also. It is 
interesting that the turbine inlet teMperature drops with 
increasing cOMpression ratio, though. The higher 
cOMpression ratios achieve higher peak chaaber teMperature, 
but the gre~ter expansion ratio More than Makes up for this 
to finally Jive a lower teMperature after expansion. 
The aMount of cooling bleed required for the turbine is 
dependent upon the turbine inlet teMperature, the coolant 
teaperature, and the nuaber of stages that need cooling. The 
cooling bleed air reqUireMents are shown in figure 13 for a 
cooling scheae with blade Metal teaperatures COMparable to 
that of the advanced 1990 turbofan. Plotted is ~, the ratio 
20 
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of total cooling bleed air to turbine 
flow. The increasing cooling bleed 
increasing nusber of stages, higher 
coolant temperatures (with higher boost 
seen. 
Performance 
stator inlet sass 
requirements with 
turbine inlet and 
PH), can bE readily 
D£eakdown ~ inpy! ~~~g~.- As mentioned previously, 
the effective backpressure on the Otto-cycle was allowed to 
vary oyer the range 
P'-~t (P lor <Pc/.' 
As back pressure varies, one would eEpect the relative 
otto-cycle and turbine outputs to vary also. This effect is 
illustrated in figures 14 and 15, which show a breakdown of 
the input energy to the core of one compound cycle by 
percent. The compression ratio is 7 and the boost PH is 10. 
pigure 14 is for an otto-cycle cooling loss of 25' and 
figure 15 is for 10' cooling loss. The total input energy 
into the core is known from the fuel/air ratio and the 
heating yalue of the fuel. Where this energy goes can be 
divided into the six bands shown in the figures. Pirst, of 
course, are the net shaft outputs of the BC engine and the 
turbine. Increasing back pressure clearly causes the 
otto-cycle output to fall and the turbine output to rise. 
Note that there is an optimum backpressure where the sum of 
the two is a ~axiaus. The reason for this will be discussed 
later. Besides the otto and turbine shaft outputs, some 
useful work also co.es froa the core thrust. The band 
labeled "gross thrust power" represents the core's total 
gross thrust eEpressed in terms of power units. The dashed 
line separates out the ram drag power. The remainder is of 
course, the net thrust pover. This, plus the Otto and 
turbine net shaft outputs, is the net useful vork produced 
by the core of the compound engine. The supercharging vork, 
based on the boost PH, is very nearly a constant in the tva 
figures. The only thing tha t causes it to vary is the small 
amount of work required to boost the cooling bleed. The 
cooling loss is sieply the constant percentage input energy 
loss assuaed for the Otto-cycle (25' in one case and 10' in 
the other). Hate that while lovering this loss from 25' to 
101 increases the total useful vork of the core, it also 
increases the amount of energy finally rejected as vaste 
heat through the eEhaust - core thrust notwithstanding. This 
is due to higher gas temperatures downstreal of the HC 
enqine when the otto-cycle cooling loss is reduced. It 
should be recalled that here, the cooling loss energy is 
transferred to the duct streal where it is partially 
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reco'lerfld in the O'lerall cycle by increasing duct thrust. 
!!l!a consuaption.- The estiaated cruise perforllance of 
the coapound engine is shown in figures 16 and 17, for two 
le'lels ot otto-cycle cooling loss 251 and 10J, 
respecti'lel,. The TsrC generally iapro'les with increasing 
coapression ratio over the range of variables exallined. It 
reaches a aini.ua with increasing backpressure, and the 
ainiaua occurs at a lower backpressure with the higher boost 
PRIse This is caused by the cooling bleed require.ents. As 
t.he backprellsure increases, the nuaber of turbine stages 
increases. 1ncreasing with backpressure also is the turbine 
inlet teaperature. Consequently, .ore turbine cooling air is 
required which e'lentually begins to hurt the cycle. Also, as 
tbe cooling air te.perature depends on the boost PR, the 
bigber the boost, the larger the coolant fraction required. 
lS a result, at the boost PR of 20, the pertorllance drops 
off rapidly with increasing backpressure, While at the lower 
boost PRs, it iaprmes up to P~/PcL of about 0.6 to 0.8. The 
level of the reference turbofan's cruise TSFC is ~rawn 
across all the Flots for co.parison. Par an otto-cycle 
cooling loss of 251, typical of experience to date with 
engines of this sort, the co.pound engine's be~t TSPC 
iaproveaent over the reference turbofan was S.1J at a boost 
of 10 and a co. pression ratio of 10. The heating value of 
octane is 41 higher, though, than the JP used by the 
reference turbofan. When this is taken into account, this 
study's best coapound engine can attribute only a 1.21 
iaproYeaent in TSPC to its higher pressure ratio cycle. For 
a 101 cooling loss, the i.proye.ent oYer the turbofan is 
11.81. raking again the difference in fuel heating value 
into account, reduces this i.proveaent to 8.11. 
To coapare on the basis of shaft perforaance alone, 
with no fan or thrust paraaeters inYolved, figures 18 and 19 
are presented. The trends with co.pression ratio, boost PR, 
and backpressure are essentially the saae as before. The 
shaft perfor.ance of the reference engine's core is drawn on 
the plots for co.parison. When coapared on a BSPC basis, the 
results are a little different than in the TSFC case. &t 
251 Otto-cycle cooling loss, none of the co.pound cycles 
shoved better BSPC than the turbOfan core. This is because 
for sbaft perfor.ance calculations, the Otto-cycle cooling 
loss leayes tbe cycle co.pletely, with no recovery of this 
energy by heat exchanging to a duct. There is no comparable 
loss of energy in the core of the turbofan. At 10J 
otto-cycle cooling loss, where the cooling loss is less of a 
factor in the overall cycle, the co.pound engine shows an 
i.proveaent in BSPC over the turbofan core very sillilar to 
that in the tsPc coaparison. 
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The estiaated cruise thrust performan~e of the coapouud 
engine is finally suaaarized against oVflrall cycle P(I in 
figures 20 and 21 for the tvo values (If Otto-cycle heat 
loss. The plots a re for a fixed backpressur" ratio p.,/P.a. of 
0.6, very nearly the optiaua for all cycles. The solid and 
dashed linea represent peak cycle pressure ratios before and 
after coabustion, respectively. It vill be seen that many of 
the coabined boost and coapression ratios exaained in the 
study resulted in overall cycle pressure ratios far above 
that of the reference turbofan. 
It should be reaeabered that the above perforaance 
figures vere all for the "ach 0.8, 10668 a (35000 ft) cruise 
condition. 
Dimensions and Weight 
!& engine size.- Neglecting the cooling fins which 
protrude into the fan duct, and neglecting the case vall 
thickness because it's saall coapared to the overall 
diaensions, the llaxiaua RC engine width is just equal to 
2 «(I+e). This diaension is plotted in figure 22 for 1, 3, 
and 5 rotors, over the range of boost PR and backpressure. 
The coapression ratio is 7. The engines are all sized for 
the constant cruise thrust condition at "ach 0.8. 10668 • 
(35000 ft). The llaxiaum width can be seen to vary mainly 
with the nuaber of rotors and boost PRo Increasing boost PR 
increases the inceming .ass flov density and therefore 
decreases tbe required yo1umetric displacement. Incteasing 
the number of rotors decreases the volume tric displacement 
per rotor and hence the diameter of each one. Varying the 
back pressure has minillal effect on RC engine size. Increased 
back pressure increases the clearance fraction of hot gases 
which mix with the cool fresh charge. 1s a result, the final 
mixture at start of compression is hotter, less dense, and 
requires aore chaaber volume. 
Tbe RC engine length is directly related to R since ve 
have already assumed a fixed ratio for the rotor's diameter 
to its depth or thickness, B. Assuming as before, the ratio 
of BIR to be 2/3, the approxiaate length is siaply 
LRe. =Nl"Ot R(2/3) • 
This neglects vall thicknesses, rooa for bearings, etc. The 
results of estiaating the length of the BC engine by this 
equation are plotted in figure 23 for the saae cycl.e 
parameters as figure 22. 
Choosing the number of rotors to actually use involves 
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several factors. To obtain a aore unifor., steady flow into 
tbe turbine, aore rotors are desireable. ~ut the nuaber 
cannot be too high bacause of practical liaits .,,1 length and 
the necessity to pass a shaft through the rotor centers as 
the indhidual totors shrink in size. Soae liait exists 
vhere e will be less than the shaft diaaeter vill allov, as 
indicated by the broken and shaded area in the lower portion 
of figure 22. Slailarly, the BC engine should not have so 
fev rotors that the engine's aaxhua width is auch greater 
than the booster tip diaaeter at the fan face. This is to 
lnsure a neat packaging r~ the RC engine into the overall 
engine. The upper shaded area of figure 22 shovs this upper 
liait for these engines based on the reference turbofan's 
fan face Rach nnaber and hub/tip ratio. 
R£ eagine weiqh!.- Three rotors seeaed to strike a 
reasonable co.proaise based on the above factors. Figure 24 
shows the BC engine weight assuaing 3 rotors, for the range 
~f boost PR, coapression ratio, and backpressute. The trends 
lilith boost PR and backpressure are tbe saae as for engine 
'#idth. Increasing coapression ratiO, however, is a weight 
penalty for the BC engine as vall thicknesses increase with 
increasing peak chaaber pressures. 
cgapouf!d jt!!gine.- Finally, the plots in figure 25 shOll 
the variaJ!lon of the uninstalled co.pound engine veight over 
the~an II of cycle para.eters. These all assuae 3 rotors il' 
the BC angine. The reference turbofan's veight is indicated 
acro~ all the Flots for coaparison. Soae of the lover 
pr~~sure ratio cycles are actually lighter than the 
y..{rbofan, but their SF:: perforaance was poor. The compound 
/~engine veight generally decreases with increasing boost, ~ , . although it has a diainishing return as exhibited by the 
, / boost PH 20 case which actually caae out heavier tha n the ! / boost PH 10 case. The additional boaster stages, plus the l( poorer thrust perfonance due to large bleed aalting the 
, engine larger than otherwise, offset the effect of higher I density on core size. The cycle with the best ~SFC (boost 
i of 10 aDd co. pression of 1 0 at a P" /Pd =0.6) ,is about 23' 
i heaYier than the turbofan. r 
S , 
I 
t 
I 
! 
I 
J 
rigure 26 is a plot of the saae 
inforaation bllt at constant P.,./P.! ratio of 
oyerall cycle pressure ratio. This plot is 
the perforaance plot of figure 20. 
enginE! veight 
0.6 and versus 
a coapanion to 
Table I su.aarizes and coapares the lIeight breakdown 
for one of the coapound engines with the reference turbofan. 
The particular cycle is a boost PH of 10 and a3-rotor, HC 
engine with coapression ratio of 7. Pigure 27 is an atteapt 
to coapare the layout of this coapound engine vith that of 
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t:ae reference turbofan. As can be seen, the eliaination in 
this case of all the booster stages, soae of the coapressor 
stages, and coabination of the turbines into one high-speed 
unit would not quite aake up for the added length of the RC 
engine plus aanifolding. The addition of a gearboE doeF-n't 
seea to necessarily require an increase in length. 
Ingine R!D~ 1Y£l ~igh!.- To show the cruise range at 
which the coapound engines would break even with the 
reference turbofan in teras of engine plus fuel weight, 
figures 28 and 29 are presented. These figures vere 
constructed taking into account the difference in fuel 
heating yalue between the two cycles. Figure 28, for 25' 
Otto-cycle cooling loss, is the saae engine weight versus 
cycle PH plot as in figure 26. Superiaposed on it, though, 
are a shaded region and soae curves of constant cruise 
range. The shaded area represents cycles that have poorer 
TSFC than the reference engine. Only the saall upper 
right-hand corner of the plot in figure 28, the highest 
cycle pressure ratios, falls outside this shaded region. In 
this area, lines of constant cruise rangE! can be drawn t.o 
show the break-even range for the coapound and referenCE! 
engines in teras of engine plus fuel wight. Along the line 
with yalue infinity, lie coapound cycles whose TSFCs just 
equal that of the turbofan. The boost PR of 10 and 
coapression of 10 cycle, the one showing the best TSFC, can 
be seen to need quite a long cruise range before it would 
aake up for its greater weight. Reaember that here, the 
coapound cycle TS PCs haye been adjusted to account for the 
difference in heating value. Figure 29, for 10' Otto cooling 
loss, shows a auch greater area where coapound cycles can 
coapete with the reference turbofan. The saae cycle as 
before (boost P8=10, r=10) can be seen to aatch the 
reference turbofan's engine pl us fuel weight at a range of 
about 2800 ka (1500 n.ai.). 
DI!g considerati2B§.- AS all of the coapound engines' 
fan dialeters fell within about t.4' of the reference 
turbofan's diaaeter, differences in nacelle drag were not 
considered to be a large factor in the coaparison of the 
engines. 
Perturba tions 
All the result.s presented thus far were based on 
certain fixed assuaptions and losses. Soae of these vere 
perturbed in order to gage their effects on perforaance. The 
results of these perturbations are suaaarized in figure 30 
2S 
and discussed in the following paragraphs • 
.§quiyalence Wi.2.- 111 results thus far were h.,sed on 
an equivalence ratio of 1.0, that is, they assume the 
stoichiometric fuel/air ratio for octane of 0.0661. One case 
(boost PIl=10 and r=10) was run with an equivalence ratio of 
0.5 (fuel/air=.03305). This resulted in a ~.31 improvement 
in cruise TSPC over the original case. However, cutting the 
fuel/air ratio in half resulted in roughly twice the core 
flow and dropped the bypass froa about 28 to 1~.5. With a 
doubling of core aass flow, the BC engine weight increased 
by 511 which translated to an 111 increase in the overall 
co.pound engine weight when co.pared to the original case. 
The i.prove.ent in TSPC though, more than makes up for the 
increase in engine weight when the effect on break-eVen 
range with the turbofan is all:aained. The break-even ra.nge 
decreased from seE 18000 km (9500 n.IIi., to 6300 km 
(3400 n.mi.) when the fuel/air ratio was cut in halt. The 
improvement here is somewhat ell:aggerated by how close the 
TSPCs for these two engines originally vere after adjusted 
for the heating value difference. The break-even range even 
with this improvement is still quite long for a realistic 
mission. Typical equivalence ra tios for Diesels at full 
power were found to generally lie in the range 0.6 to 0.75, 
so a somewhat less than 4.3$ improvement might be more 
realistically ell:pected over the baseline TSFCs calculated 
for an equivalence ratio of 1.0. 
~ctinq 19§~.- Originally, no pressure drops were 
specifically assigned to the intake and exhaust manifolds to 
the BC engine. Tvo cases were run where a 5$ pressure drop 
was included between stations 2-3 and 4-5. 1 5' pressure 
drop in the intake llanif old ca used a O. 5~ I increase in T SFC. 
An identical pressure drop in the ell:haust manifold eaused a 
0.721 increase in TSPC. Por a 11 increase in the fan duct 
pressure loss (i.e.,fro. 0.02 to 0.0202), a 1.11 pe.laity in 
TSPC was observed. 
Turbine ~ficiencI.- One case (boost PB=10, r=7) was 
run where the turbine efficiency was penalized 5% to 
simulate a poor, non-steady flov condition into the turbine 
from the BC engine. The result of this perturbation was a 
2.9~ increase in TSPC. The 5% penalty in efficiency was just a guess and should not be taken as being indicati ve of 
what the actual unsteady-flow penalt.y might be. 
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CO"CLUDING IlEl'IARKS 
1 study lias perforaed in IIhich the fuel-conservative 
potential of a aodern compound cycle lias exaained and 
coapared to an advanced, high-PR turbofan. The comparison 
was done strictly cn the basis of uninstalled engine weight 
plus fuel lIeight for a typical subsonic cruise aission. The 
benefit of decreasing the Otto-cycle heat loss to cooling 
was estiaated by assuaing advanced insula tionl 
high-teaperature aa telia 1 technolog 1. The effects of the 
coapound engine's coaplexity on aaintenance, reliabili~y, or 
cost lIere not examined. Obviously, nuaerous questions in 
these areas can be raised, but this study's objectives were 
liaited to fuel consuaption and perforasnce potential. 
The results have sholln that, allowing for a 25~ 
otto-cycle cooling loss (i.e., the combined result of 
cooling require.ents, radiation, friction, etc.), the best 
TSFC iaproveaent over an advanced turbofan vas about 1.2' 
when adjusted for differences in fuel heating value betveen 
the two engines. The uninstalled engine weight vas 
estiaated 23' higher than the reference turbofan. If cooling 
losses can be decreased from 25~ of the otto-cycle input 
energy down to 10~ (by advanced insulation/high-tellperature 
materials technology that is highly speculative at this 
time), the TSFC improve.ent over a turbofan is 8.1~. 
The compou nd cycle's aajor inefficiency when COlli pared 
with a conventional turbofan, seems to lie in its cooling 
requireaents. The hot section of the engine is larger ani! 
practical cooling scheaes inherently iaply transferring heat 
out of the core floll and bYP'lssing the turbine. Even t.hough 
this heat is recovered in the duct floll, this is not as 
efficient overall as recovery in the turbine would be. Th"l 
coolant flolls of a conventional coabustor do just that. 
The success, then, of a very high PR coapound cycle 
seeas to lie in very advanced insulation/high-temperature 
materials technology of a level which is not in the 
forseeable future. While the complexity and weight of a 
aodern coapound engine seeas to have potential ror 
iaproveaent over the Napier Homad level of technology, 
spc-vise, both engines have reached that region of peak 
cycle pressure ratios where the difference in PR will not 
dictate the choice between thea so much as the losses, 
efficiencies, etc. at these high pressures and teaperatures. 
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